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Get to Know Us

We’re Katie and Lindsay - sisters and co-founders of Frances +
McKee, a women-owned, small business with big capabilities
focused on personal, corporate and event gifting. We believe simple
gestures and intentional outreach foster personal connections,
strengthen relationships and provide an opportunity to positively
impact those around you. Our boxes are filled with thoughtfully
sourced items and designed to make the gifting process purposeful,
creative and seamless while leaving a lasting impression on the
recipient. Through our customizable program, we save our clients
time, money and labor by offering a one-stop-shop for gifting needs!
We look forward to developing the perfect package for your clients,
corporate retreats, new leads, team outreach or events & meetings
(even virtual). Let’s get to work!
Katie + Lindsay

What Sets Us Apart
Product Sourcing
Identifying products that are of the same impressionable quality as your business is key.
When possible, we source sustainably produced, local to your region, small batch
products from other business owners. We look to not only support your community, but
also offer unique items that stand out to your recipients.

Hands-On Fulfillment
Quality control is at the top of our to-do list. Every item is personally inspected for
perfection before being hand-placed into your boxes with meticulous precision. Rest
assured your gifts are signed, sealed and delivered with care!

Mindful Customer Service
It is our mission to get to know you and exceed your expectations. This means asking
the right questions, developing a seamless working relationship and customer service of
the highest degree. We’re here for you, down to every last detail.

Pick Your Package

Develop + Design

Tried + True

Our Develop + Design process offers ways to add

For an accelerated timeline, these gifts are the way to go.

a personal touch to your gift, curating items

Our Tried + True line is a collection of gifts

that speak to your purpose, mission and brand.

suitable for most any corporate, event or large order need.

We have relationships with over 200 vendors

These boxes feature some of our most popular products

across the country, allowing us to find

at various price points and a variety of themes.

just the right products for you.

Contact us today for this season’s highlights.

Minimum: 12 boxes

Minimum: 10 boxes

Process + Production
Now that you know your options, let us walk you through the timeline…

Share + Source: 1-2 Weeks
Start developing your plan with purpose. After an initial meeting to determine specifics
such as target audience, intention, budget and timeline, a unique proposal will be created
for your project, which will include a selective assortment of box options.

Procurement + Production: 1-3 Weeks
Once you have chosen your gift(s), a final contract will be sent for approval and then
we’ll get to work. Here’s where you get to step back and let us do the heavy lifting working with our vendors to receive your items in a timely fashion and staging our
production area so we are ready to go when it arrives.

Fulfillment + Delivery: 1-2 Weeks
It’s time for the magic to happen and see your boxes come together. During
fulfillment week, your gifts are arranged, inspected and prepared for shipping or
delivery. And so you can join in on the fun, final pictures will be sent your way before
the delivery trucks are loaded.

Tried + True

Rise and Shine

Wellness Kit - For Her

Southern Comforts

Be Pampered

Virtual Happy Hour

For The Desk

With seasonal rotations, our Tried + True line is always changing. But the ease of
ordering these classic boxes remains the same. Contact us today for options.

Branding + Personalization

“Little things make
big things happen.”
- John Wooden
Branded Belly Bands

Custom Closure Stickers

Branded Hang Tags

Personalized Note Cards

Here’s where your brand shines!
Choose from our many offerings
to seal your package.
The finishing touches are just as
important as the gift inside.
Take a look at some of our most
popular options.

Testimonials
Take our (client’s) word for it…we love what we do and aim to do it well!
“What can I say, these two sisters are amazing! We gave them the task of putting together 180 gifts for our
clients and they exceeded all of our expectations. It was truly a pleasure to work with them and we look
forward to using them again in the future. I would recommend Lindsay and Katie to anyone.”
- Wolf Retirement
“Lindsay and Katie planned and executed our holiday gifts with the highest level of quality despite the short
timeframe we had. We have received many comments on the uniqueness and thoughtfulness of the packages.
For a busy time of year for all, I highly recommend Frances + McKee for holiday gift packages.”
- Bent Construction
“Lindsay and Katie provide personalized service when creating gift boxes for individual celebrations and
corporate groups. They took the time to meet with me to discuss ideas and budget then brought so many
great options - it was hard to pick the best presentation! I recommend Frances + McKee to anyone
looking for personal or professional gifts. The process is so simple and they’ll guide you the entire way.”
- The Haskell Company
“During the pandemic, it’s quite difficult to show our clients how much we appreciate them when we’re unable
to see and/or meet with them. For the holiday season of 2020, it was of utmost importance for KPMG to show
appreciation for our clients. Frances + McKee delivered far beyond expectations. Their responsiveness,
logistical execution, and of course, the gift boxes were superb and much appreciated by our clients.”
- KPMG

Thank You
Frances + McKee
info@francesmckee.com

@francesandmckee

